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At its first meeting, held in June 1947, the Expert Committee on Biological Standar-
dization of the Interim Commission of the World Health Organization 11 recommended
that an international preparation of diphtheria toxoid should be established for reference
use and that, after a preliminary examination by the Department of Biological Standards,
State Serum Institute, Copenhagen, this toxoid should be distributed to laboratories
in interested countries for examination with a view to their suitability to serve as an
international preparation. At its second session, in March 1948, the committee reviewed
the progress made in implementing these recommendations.12

As no definite answer can as yet be given to the fundamental question of whether
the measurement of diphtheria toxoids in terms of units is theoretically possible, the
evaluation of such toxoids in different countries will for the present depend on minimum
requirement tests. Undoubtedly it would be a step forward if agreement could be
reached concerning a uniform, internationally accepted minimum requirement test.

As such tests depend to a great extent on the quality of animals available, it would
be of great value if investigators could have at their disposal an internationally accepted
reference preparation of known immunizing potency. For this purpose the National
Institute of Health, Bethesda, Md., USA co-operated by putting at the disposal of the
State Serum Institute, Copenhagen, a large quantity of highly purified diphtheria toxoid.
As soon as sufficient data regarding its immunizing properties have been collected, this
preparation will be available to all institutes interested. A circular will in due time be
sent to all applicants receiving the periodical standard antitoxin preparations.

In view of the vast amount of work already carried out on standardiza-
tion of diphtheria and tetanus toxoids we have considered it advisable
to review the previous work, and, by a critical assessment of previous
findings, to try to define our present position with regard to the possibilities
of the standardization - if possible in terms of exact measurement - of
the immunizing potency of toxoids.

As most of the work has been carried out in connexion with diphtheria,
and since a close resemblance exists between the behaviour of diphtheria
and tetanus toxoids, we shall limit our discussions in this paper to the
diphtheria toxoid.

* Based on a report submitted to the Expert Committee on Biological Standardization
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Correlation between Dose and Response

Two essentially different methods have been employed in the establish-
ment of the correlation between the immunizing dose and the response
of the organism.

1. Prigge 7, 8,9,10 and his collaborators have carried out a large number
of experiments on guinea-pigs immunized with single doses of toxoid and
subsequently tested for immunity by subcutaneous injections of toxin
(the " toxin" method). From the experimental data thus obtained, and
from theoretical considerations, Prigge has concluded that when the loga-
rithms of the doses of toxoid are plotted against the probits (probability
units) corresponding to the percentages of survival found in the experi-
ments, rectilinear curves are formed. He furthermore claims that within
the same experiment - i.e., working with strictly comparable groups of
guinea-pigs - the straight lines formed are parallel irrespective of the
kind of toxoid used. These conclusions seem to indicate that measure-
ments such as those carried out by Prigge, though unwieldy owing to the
large number of animals that have to be used, are founded on a theoretically
sound basis. Serious objections to Prigge's conclusions may, however, be
raised when this " toxin" method is compared with the antitoxin-titration
method.

2. In the State Serum Institute much work has been done, mainly by
Ipsen, in order to establish a method for the exact measurement of immuniz-
ing potency by means of intracutaneous antitoxin-titrations carried out by
the method of Jensen.' Before accepting this in vitro/in vivo method as
adequate for the purpose, it is necessary to demonstrate that the amount of
antitoxin present is the actual factor determining the resistance of an animal
to the action of diphtheria toxin. This has been established by investigators
all over the world, and it may now be taken for granted that no animal
without demonstrable antitoxin in the blood is resistant to a sufficiently
large dose of toxin and that all animals with an antitoxin-titre above a
certain limit (for guinea-pigs receiving about 20 L.D. 75, the limit is about
0.01 AU/ml. serum) will be resistant to the test dose of toxin.

Of course, there is a certain variation in the natural resistance of guinea-
pigs to diphtheria toxin, but this is of little importance compared with the
major differences in antitoxin-titres met with in a group of animals immunized
with the same dose of toxoid. When considering larger groups of animals
we may thus assume the existence of a fixed limit of protection, expressed
by the lowest titre that will ensure survival.

It may be argued here that in naturally occurring infections with diph-
theria bacilli the amount oftoxin produced depends on the intensity of infec-
tion and that possibly antibacterial antibodies may also play a part in the
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immunity against diphtheria. As, however, immunization with highly
purified toxoids which contain practically no bacterial protein affords very
good protection against diphtheria in human prophylaxis, it is reasonable
to assume that the production of antitoxin is by far the most important
factor.

With this strict correlation between antitoxin-titre and resistance to
toxin we may accept the antitoxin-determination as an adequate expression
of the immunizing effect of a given dose of toxoid. The first obvious
advantage of this method as compared with the " toxin " method is that
we obtain a quantitative response from each animal within the group, and
not only a collective response indicating the percentage of animals possessing
enough antitoxin to enable them to survive the test dose of toxin. This
means that with relatively small groups of animals we may obtain an
accuracy that would require much larger groups if the " toxin" method
were used. There are, however, more definite advantages attached to the
antitoxin-titration method.

Obviously much of the work on diphtheria immunization has been
performed outside the Frankfurt and Copenhagen institutes. Lately
Greenberg 2, 3 and his collaborators in Ottawa have carried out a great
number of assays, both of tetanus and diphtheria toxoids, using the " toxin "
method. Only in these three institutes has the work been exclusively
directed to the establishment of a method for the direct measurement of
immunizing potency, and it may therefore be justifiable to limit the discus-
sion to the two principal methods of measurement as employed by Prigge,
Greenberg and ourselves.

Comparison of Theories of Two Methods

When in a group of guinea-pigs each animal has received the same
single dose of toxoid they will exhibit varying antitoxin-titres; and when
dealing with a large number of groups of animals we find that the logarithms
of the titres are very nearly normally distributed around the mean loga-
rithmic titre. If the animals in such a group are subjected to a given dose
of toxin, it will be found that animals with high titres survive and that
animals with low titres die. The theoretical discussion of the methods
will be based on the following three assumptions, all of which are idea-
lizations which seem justified when considering the actual conditions found
experimentally: (1) that the logarithms of the titres are normally distri-
buted; (2) that the variance of the distributions is constant within the
range of titres to be considered; and (3) that a definite limit of protection
exists, i.e., that animals with titres above this limit survive the test dose of
toxin, while animals with titres below the limit die. On the basis of these
three assumptions, we shall now show how the results that would be
obtained by the " toxin" method can be read directly from the antitoxin-
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titration curve (see fig. 1). In fig. 1 are shown schematically the results
of an experiment in which five groups of guinea-pigs have been immunized
with graduated doses of toxoid; in the first three groups the distribution of
the logarithmic titres around the mean value is indicated. The titre -2
(= 0.01 AU/ml.) is taken as a likely limit above which animals will survive

the test dose of toxin,
FIG. 1. IMMUNIZATION CURVE AND SURVIVAL and the survival per-
PERCENTAGES AFTER TEST DOSE OF TOXIN centages are indicated,

(Diagrammatic Representation) calculated on the basis
ofa standard deviation

I, of 0.65, corresponding
ASYMPTOTIC LEVEL to the standard devia-
NNIVEAU ASYMPTOT I PE - tion of the distribu-

z | 9e | tions of titres found
'98wx 1 ' 1, Yo ,;experimentally. The

results which might
XZ 30: H have been obtained by
0Ww I MINIMAL subjecting the animals

I_ ,,___INIMALPROTECTINC to the "toxin" test
< P -2 _RF ',TITRE MINIMUM DE are thus, theoretically,
0 3 f ! PROTECTION already included in

0O the titration curve. We
may now examine

, | | how Prigge's postulate
LOC DOSE OF TOXOID-LOC DOSE DANATOXINE that a probit-diagram

will show straight lines
+ represents mean log-titresaround which the Individual titres agrees with our titra-

are distributed. The titres on which our Immunization curves tion curve. It follows
are based are measured on the LR/10,O00 level and subseq- d
uently corrected to the titres representing the antitoxic activity directly from fig. 1 and
of undiluted serum. (See text under (2), page 55.) In fig. 1 and from the nature of the
2 the curves are of the type found on Immunization with APT. probit - transformation

that, assuming con-
stant variance, Prigge's postulate can be correct only if the log antitoxin/
log dose graph is also a straight line. Now this is approximately the case
for the interval between the titres - 1 and - 2.5; further, as fig. 1 shows,
this is the interval within which nearly all the readings in experiments with
the " toxin " method must fall: with toxoid doses giving mean titres above
- 1, very few animals will die and the survival percentages, which all lie
between 95 and 100, are of little or no value, whereas with toxoid doses
giving mean titres below - 2.5 correspondingly low survival percentages
will be found.

We now see that in experiments carried out with a single test dose of
toxin it is impossible to cover more than a certain fraction of the total
immunization curve -7- and an extension of the experiments to include
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more doses of toxin would demand several hundred more animals for
each measurement. This conclusion is borne out by Prigge's own experi-
ments. In early investigations,7 using purified toxoid without alum or
other adsorbants, Prigge obtained curves which, though described as
straight lines, cannot really be accepted as such, as the largest doses of
toxoid do not give as
high survival percen- FIG. 2. RELATION BETWEEN IMMUNIZATION CURVE
tages as were to be AND PROBIT-DIAGRAM
expected and always
fail to provide pro-
tection to all animals.
This applies especially 0 -_o
to an experiment7 in W /
which 6 doses of :-

F_ I - STANJDARD DEVIATIONtoxoid were given to D D-EVIATION
,, z DEITINSTANDARD

6 groups of guinea- m-6 x - i
pigs, each consisting o ;: wpigs,betweeah 09cons X s MINIMAL PROTECTINC TITREof between 109 and 5 <l-_2 - --+. - -.---- -

126 animals. If the o , / PROTECTION
probits corresponding 4 v PROTCTIO
to the survival per- --3 |
centages found in thisexpentagesfoundare thi- LOC DOSE OF TOXOID-LOC DOSE DANATOXINEexperiment are plot- r

ted against a log dose
of toxoid, it will be Here we consider points (+) on the curve representing groupsof guinea-pigs whose mean log-titres differ from the limit of
found that the points protection by -1, 0, +1 and, + 2 times the standard deviation.
deviate significantly The survival percentages that would be expected in these groups

(P < 1%) from a
can be read directly from a table of the normal distribution: they

(P < 1 %0) from a are 16, 50, 84 and 98 respectively. This means that if we change
straight line. to the probit ordinate shown In the fig. (1 probit unit = the stan-

Moreover we find dard deviation) and, Instead of mean log-titres, insert the probits
corresponding to the survival percentages, we arrive at exactly

that the points are the same points, i.e. the curves cover each other.
much more easily fitted
to a curve of the type shown in fig. 1. From a theoretical point of view this
was to be expected. If we consider again the distribution of titres round the
mean values in fig. 1, it becomes clear that a probit-diagram like the one
just described is equal to a part of the immunization curve of fig. 1.
Indeed, if the ordinates of the two curves are adjusted in such a way that
one probit unit is equal to the standard deviation of the distribution of
titres, the curves will become identical in a position where probit 5 (corres-
ponding to 50 % survival) coincides with the titre that is just sufficient to
ensure protection against the test dose of toxin (see fig. 2).

The fact that the log dose/probit curve which Prigge obtained with
non-adsorbed toxoid shows a tendency to bend towards an asymptote
agrees with the well-known observation that the maximal effect of a single
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dose of non-adsorbed toxoid is low as compared with the maximal effect
of alum-precipitated toxoid (APT). Fig. 3 shows the type of immunization
curve that is obtained with non-adsorbed toxoid. In this case the asymptotic
level is low as compared with the APT-curves of fig. 1 and 2. It is seen
that with non-adsorbed toxoid we cannot expect to obtain 100 % protection.
In later experiments involving the use of APT, Prigge experiences no
difficulty in obtaining 100 % protection.8

In conclusion, we may state, therefore, that the " toxin" method suffers
from a serious disadvantage in that it does not permit the examination of

more than part of the
FIG. 3. TYPE OF IMMUNIZATION CURVE OBTAINED immunization curve;

WITH NON-ADSORBED TOXOID and that, still further,
the very important
question ofthe asymp-
totic level of the im-

. munization curve, i.e.,
W STANDRD DEVIATION

DEVIATO STNDthe maximal effect of
7 ow: 0

1.the toxoid that is be-l -
I.- -1 r 1 780l0 ing assayed, cannot

6 -- +K be answered by the
o0 EzO "toxin" method with-
IL5 -.C ! -2 ___ ____J_ ____outgiving up the idea

I3 / of rectilinear probit
4 _ u / . . diagrams. As parallel-

-s / ism of the log dose/
response curves iS a

$W.V LOC. DOSE Of TOXOID-LOC DOSE dfANATOXINE
rsos uvsi

LOG DOSE O TOXOID-LOG DOSE DANATOINE basic assumption in
biological assay, and

as parallelism of two curves requires that they have equal asymptotes,
this question cannot be ignored.

If, on the basis of the above conclusions, we decide to use antitoxin-
titration for the estimation of the immunizing potency of toxoids, we are
obviously relying entirely on the titration method employed, which, for
diphtheria antitoxin, is the intracutaneous rabbit-method as worked out
by Jensen 8 and later modified by Ipsen.6

Practical Observations on the Intracutaneous Rabbit-Method

With regard to this method and to the administration of the toxoid
we should like to make a few practical observations.

(1) It has been found that the method for computation of the antitoxin-
titre from skin-reactions proposed by Ipsen 5 is not quite satisfactory.
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On the basis of a very considerable number of uniform titrations we have
analysed this problem and a more rational solution is now being worked out.
A large part of our titrations have been carried out on guinea-pig sera

of greatly varying potency on the LR/10,000 level. The analysis of these
titrations shows that the slope of the neutralization curves does not seem
to vary significantly from one guinea-pig serum to another. The titres
computed from such curves would therefore seem fully comparable.
However, the final answer to this question must wait till investigations on
the following problem have been brought to a conclusion.

(2) In the course of these studies on the method of titration an interest-
ing observation was made. When guinea-pig sera are titrated, the results
obtained vary considerably with the toxin concentration against which the
serum is tested. When tested against our usual low toxin concentration
(the LR/10,000 level) a guinea-pig serum will show a titre that is only about
1/4 or less of the titre obtained with a higher toxin concentration (LR/300).
This difference between the results of measurements on the LR/10,000
and LR/300 levels has been found to be most pronounced for guinea-pig
sera, less for rabbit-sera and almost absent for sera from animals that have
received more than one immunizing stimulus, such as the international
standard serum. This observation is a very remarkable exception to the
rule of multiple proportions as formulated by Jensen.6

However, as the observations of Glenny et al.1 on the effect of dilution
of toxin-antitoxin mixtures point directly to the existence of phenomena
like the one we have observed, it is perhaps most remarkable that the
observation described above was not made earlier. To use Glenny's
terminology, the avidity ofan antitoxin mainly shows itselfin the " firmness "
with which it binds toxin, while non-avid sera combine more " loosely "
and readily release free toxin on dilution. In physico-chemical terms
we might characterize the different kinds of antitoxin as having different
constants of equilibrium. A high constant of equilibrium involves a flat
slope of the neutralization curve, a long reaction time and considerable
differences between the titres obtained at different levels of toxin concen-
tration, while a low constant of equilibrium brings with it a steep slope,
a short reaction time and uniform titres at different levels.

Jensen 6 carried out his control experiments with standard horse serum,
and this explains why he found no exceptions of the kind mentioned above
to the law of multiple proportions. Ipsen6 also used standard serum
when showing that, if sufficient precautions are taken to ensure that no
toxin is destroyed before the intracutaneous injections are made, the law
of multiple proportions is valid for all LR-levels.

When measuring a large number of sera from guinea-pigs which have
received a single immunizing dose, we have found a very considerable and
almost constant difference between the titres measured on the LR/300
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and the LR/10,000 levels, independent of the concentration of antitoxin
in the sera. In Glenny's terms this means that these guinea-pig sera all
had nearly the same low avidity.
A question of practical importance arises out of the above considerations:

What is, biologically, the correct antitoxin-titre of a serum ? In evaluating
the potency of sera of low avidity we are led to the conception of two
different titres:

(a) the titre corresponding to the total concentration of antitoxin in
the serum, and (b) the titre corresponding to the antitoxic activity of the
undiluted serum.

Having established the relationship between the concentration of test
toxin (the LR-level of measurement) and the antitoxin titre measured, we
can by means of a simple correction convert a titre obtained at a given
level to either of the two titres (a) or (b). If the titre (a) is required, a positive
correction has to be applied that will give us the titre as it would have been
if the titration had been carried out at a sufficiently high level. However,
if the antitoxin concentration in the serum is so low that it cannot be
measured at a higher level than, e.g., LR/3000, this titre (a), giving the
absolute content of antitoxin, does not express the neutralizing value of
the serum. If we want an estimate of this value, we have to correct the
titre measured at an arbitrary level to the titre (b). This corrected titre
would have been obtained directly if the titration had been carried out
with undiluted serum and the requisite concentration of toxin.

Glenny's experiments 1 clearly show that the neutralizing effect of a
-given amount of non-avid antitoxin depends on its concentration not only
in vitro but also in vivo. The titre (b) expressing the antitoxic activity of
undiluted serum has therefore been found more appropriate when comparing
the " toxin" method with the antitoxin-titration method.

The problems briefly dealt with above under (1) and (2) will be treated
in more detail by one of us (Jerne) in a later publication.

(3) In immunization experiments on guinea-pigs using potent APT-
preparations, containing, e.g., 50 Lf/ml., it is necessary to dilute the toxoid
considerably before injection of the smaller doses.

It is of great importance to make sure that this dilution does not change
the preparation, especially with respect to the degree of adsorption of the
toxoid. In the first place, we must warn against using phosphate buffer
as the diluent, as in most APT preparations the toxoid is to some extent
eluted by the phosphate, which means that the immunizing effect is lowered.
With an 0.9% solution of NaCl as diluent no such effect is encountered and
our control experiments show that even a 1,000-fold dilution does not
liberate measurable amounts of toxoid. It may thus be regarded as safe
from the point of view of elution to dilute with saline. Recent experiments
carried out by Holt4 seem to indicate that increase in alum content-
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beyond that needed for total adsorption of the toxoid - results in a rise in
immunizing effect. If this is true, the question arises whether the dilution
should be made with saline or whether it would be better to make the dilu-
tion in such a way that the concentration of alum in the toxoid would
remain constant.

The " toxin" method, introduced long ago by Prigge for diphtheria
toxoid, was later used both by him 9 10 and by Greenberg et al.2 for measure-
ments on tetanus toxoid. As mentioned in the introduction to this paper,
the problems involved in evaluating the immunizing potency of tetanus
and diphtheria toxoids are essentially the same. The objections already
raised against the " toxin" method therefore apply to assays of tetanus
toxoids as well. However, there is a special reason for warning against
the use of the " toxin " method in tetanus measurements: the " straight"
part of the tetanus immunization curve seems to cover a longer interval
than is the case with the diphtheria curve. This means that it is only too
easy to choose a set of toxoid doses that will give a straight-lined probit-
diagram and thus to deceive oneself by observing only part of the immuniza-
tion curve. These considerations constituted a further reason for taking
up this discussion of the theory of measurement of toxoid potency.

On the basis of the experimental data collected in our department, we
shall attempt to solve the fundamental problems: Is it possible directly
to compare the immunizing potencies of different toxoids ? Or do toxoid
preparations differ qualitatively to such an extent that a simple ratio between
potencies cannot be established? As large toxoid doses are generally
used in human prophylaxis, it will be of special interest to investigate
whether the immunization curves of different APT-preparations differ
with respect to the asymptotic levels.
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